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Snc+w Studies
RSL TR 177-61 provides background information and prior experimental results
regarding"the penetrat^^n/backscatter^,characteristics of snow as functions
of the various radar instrument parameters and'snow conditions. 	 The report
then presents the results of afield experiment conducted by KU in Kansas
during the early part of 1975_ to further _quantify the response of snow-covered,:.
frozen and unfrozen,. and .non snow-covered grassy ground as a function.of a
wide range of instrument parameters.	 The instrument used for the experiment
was the 1-8 GHz MAS (Microwave Active Spectrometer). These studies were conducted
as a first step toward determining (a) how well soil moisture might be measured
under covers of_snow and ice,. {b) how :well.. snow/freeze/thaw boundaries-might
_	 be delineated from-radar data.,. and (c) the optimum instrument. parameters for
conducting such measurements..
Among the findings from the experiment, which was limited to snow tr^.cknesses
of 15 centimeters and below,` are the following:	 _
1.	 For a smooth snow surface, the backscatter coefficient drops rapidly
with increasing incidence angle. 	 This drop is more pronounced,wth
	 ncreas-
ing frequency.
2.	 On the average, there is very little difference in backscatter as a
.function of frequenc.,y	 Crosspolarizaton i	 lo^^'at the low frequencies,
'	 typically about 20 dB down near 8 GHz. 	 The magnitude of the difference between
cross and like polarization generally increases with increasing incidence angle.
3.	 The radar return from grass-covered' hawed ground is slightly higher
(typically 15 dB) than from .very moist ground frozen to a depth of-about 1
c>rntimeter. '
4.	 The-backscatter from a 15 cm cover of dry snow was higher by about
2 to 8 dB than from wet snow'at 1.2 GHz throughout the-incidence angle range of
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ABSTRACT
The l- 8 GNz Microwave Active Spectrometer (MAS l-8} system was used
....
to measure . the backscatter response: of snow covered ground between
21 "",:oruary and 23 April 1975. The scattering coefficient was measured
for . all linear polarization combinations at angles of incidence between
nadir and 70°. Ground truth data consisted of soil moisture, soil
temperature profile, snow depth, snow temperature profile, and snow water
equivalent. The results of the. experiment indicate that the . radar sensitivity
to snow wader equivalent increases in magnitude with increasing frequency
and is almost angle _independent for angles of incidence higher than 30°, 	 `
particularly at the higher frequencies. Ln the 50 °-70° angular range and
in the 6-8 GHz frequency . range, the..lensitivty is typically between -Q.4_ d6/
.i 9/cm2 an'd -0.5 dB/.1 g/cm2 and• . the associated linear correlafiion coef-
I
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In some areas of the worJd,.the major source of-water for power,
irrigation, and human consumption i-s from snowpack melt. Accurate measure-
merit of the runoff is therefore very important for both flood control and
i
proper conservation of this resource. The traditional method of .snowpack
data acquisition is the physical sampling of snow depth and density. The 	 +„''
measurements are then related to runoff by one of several methods; historical
_i
normal, index method, water balance method, or hydro ogic methods [1,2].
'These methods have the-disadvantage of using a limited number of discrete
	
_I
samples. Remote sensing has the potential to provide more accurate large-
'
	
	 scale snowpack information, which can serve to improve the hydrologist's
prediction of runoff.
The microwave backscatter coefficient, cr°, has been shown to be depen-	 ,
dene on the moisture content of soils [3,4] and vegetation [5,,6]. Also a° is	 ,
affected by snow cover [7] • These effects resui t from the range of dielectric
'; -	 properties of the target due mainly to water content.. The .relative dielectric 	
j
constants of dry soils and dry snow in the microwave region are in general 	 1
between 2 and 4.` The relative dielectric constant. of water, on the `other
hands is more than an order of magnitude larger, its value being a function
1
of temperature, frequencyand mineral contentr It is this disparity that
makes backscattering measurements sensitive to'variations in mixtures of 	 ^
water, soi l s, and snow.
This study is an investigation into-the effects of ` snow on the microwave
`	 backscattering properties of the. ground. A truck mounted radar spectrometer
was used to obtain backscatter measurements across fhe 1-8 GHz frequency band
for three linear polarization combinations at incidence angles between 0°
and 70° (relative to nadir).	 3
E
T „	 2.0 BACnRuOND
I,
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'	 PYevious measurements of microwave properties of ice and snow fall into `






primarily concerned with profiling thickness. The secon<^ category, measure-
ments o^F ice and snow over land, is more complex due in part to the problem
of determining the dielectric :properties of the snow.•
Measurc;ments by Vickers [8] using a short-pulse (lns) radar operating
at 35 GHz indicated that ice thickness could be measured with. a radar (Figure
1). The . system operated on the basis of time delay from reflections at the
air-ice and ice-water interfaces. The minimum thickness that could be measur-
'...,.
ed was about 10 cm and . . the accuracy was + 2 cm. Measurements of ice thick-
Hess were taken by Page., et a1. [9,.10]. usi ng a 10 Gfiz FM-CW radar driving
a wave analyzer and plotter. Range determination is based on the.-frequency
difference resulting from the time delay in reflections between the ice
boundaries. A'modulation deviation-of 1 GHz gave a minimum measurable thick-
Hess of about l0 cm with + l cm accuracy (Figure 2). Success of such experi-
ments is dependent on the degree of smoothness at both the air-ice and the
ice-water. interfaces. Surface roughness tends to degrade. the accuracy of the
measurements;
Airborne scatterometer measurements over, sea ice were conducted at.400 MHz
and 13..3 GHz [11]. Thee purpose of the experiment was classification of -ice..
-types. Figures 3 and'4 show the angular response at the two frequencies.	 ^;
Figure S shows the.-response of o° to thickness of the ice. These curves show
that for i,ce greater than 1 foot. th i;ck at_'13.3 GHz there. i s good sensitivity to
changes in depth at _all angles. For the lesser thicknesses;,-layering effects
cause oscillations.
Parashar [I1] was able to classify four types of sea ice with 86%
success with six look angles at 13.3 Gliz. 	 I t was also noted that the 400 MHz
correct classification percentage was only-about 62%. Other investigators
[12,13] have also noted qualitative relationships between ice type and radar 	 i1
.return on SLAR images. They observed that: totally frozen lakes showed up 	 ,
darker than lakes -wi_th only a_2 meter ice cover and that different ice ,types 	 ^
could _be 4mapped from :radar- imagery.
Some of -.the first measurements on snow covered earth were by Cosgri'ff, 	 ,^
et al. [7] utilizing a .truck mounted CW-Doppler scatterometer operating a
i0, 15.5 anal 35 GHz. They state that in general snow had the effect of-
',o,^,r^ri,ng the backsca ter from terrain as exemplified in Figure 6.` Vickers
2
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and Rose [14] used a 2.7 GHz short pulse radar and a gamma ray profiler to	 a
investigate snowpack stratification (similar to Vicker's system [8] for
iee thickness measurements). -However, for depth._determination (Figure 7),
density data had to be known. Thus this. method has the drawback of needing
ground based calibration of either the. snow density or depth in order to
determine the other by remote. sensing. They postulated that thickness
measurements in the presence of free water could be made if the dynamic 	 '
..... ;
range of their system was increased. Waite and MacDonald [;15] observed that
on. SLAB imagery at K-band new dry snow had little effect on the radar return 	 ',
from.. the underlying ground. High return was observed over some areas of old
perennial snow.. Presumably,. this was due. to volume scattering from in- 	 _	 r
homogeneities in the old snow. Gross polarization tended to bring: out `th is
effect more than like-polarization.
Linlor [lb] used a CW radar to measurethe-relative backscatter at
_nadir from snow as a function of snpw depth. Considerable variation with
depth is shown (Figure 8) but no attempt .was made at analysis of the response.
Microwave radiometers have also been used in remote sensing of snow ,and_
.ice.. Edgerton et al. [171 made radiometric measurements of snow at 1.42, 4.99>
13.4 :and 37 GHz, determining a direct. relationship between brightness temperature 	 ^
;,	 and water equivalent of dry snow (Figure 9). Furthermore, as total snow mass
increased there'wasin general_a decrease in brightness-temperature. Figure
10 demonstrates that tota_1 snow mass was the main factor iofluencing the 	 '
brightness temperature of snow.
	
The snow mass for the b0 cm and 51 cm data
po i nts are identical and ` the brightness temperatures are also the. `same.
' 3.0 -DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES
I
3.1 DieT'ectric Properties of Water and "Ice 	 '
Therel2*;ive dielectric constant of water variesas a function of
frequency, temperature and concentration of impurities {Figure 11). It is 	 '
important` to; note the significant variation of the real' and 'imaginary .parts
^'	 with temperature and frequency. 	 Impurities will cause an ionic conductivity	 "
i^	 ^
h	 loss term-which will affect the imaginary part of the dielectric constant.
f	
The effect of impurities will be neglected since only fresh water is beingF^
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Figure 9. Brightness temperature vs. water equivalent
dry snow, Crater Lake, Oregon . , 22".March 1970:
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been shown to be relatively independent of temperature by Gumming [19]•
However, the imaginary part was shown to be temperature dependent'. Evans
[20, Figure 12] shows results from several experimental measurements . of the
', real and imaginary parts of the relative dielectric constant. The frequency
independence of the real. part and dependence of the imaginary part over the
microwave region are clearly shown.
3.2 Dielectric Properties of Soils
Cihlar and Ulaby [21] showed that the dominant factor iofluertc'ing the
dielectric properties of soils was the..:soi1 moisture .content. Although
.there is some variation ih the real and imaginary parts of the relative.
dielectric constant with soil .type, the major .effect is obviously the soil
_;	 a
moisture (Figure 13). The effect of the relative dielectric constant of the
so i 1 i s -then reflected i n ;the bacicscatter coefficient, 6 ° , or the power	 1
•	 'reflection coefficient anal the depth of penetration.
3,3 [)ielectric Properties of Snow
The dielectric properties of snow are much more difficult to quantify
than those of the soil, water, or ice. The dielectric constant of dry snow




K _l	 K -1
where K	 K anal K are the relative dielectric constants of dry snow, ice
_m_ _ 1	 2	 rt
and air respectively, p is the volumetric portion of ice, and-u is the
parameter (the Formzahl) characterizing *he structure of the mixture. The
i




to infinity (for elongated particles). Values for freshly`fall`en show are
norms 1y between,'2 and 10 [20]. The relationship of dielectric constant
and loss tangent,of snow to snow density is shown in Figure 14 by Evans [20]
.for the data from several_experiment^^rs. Cumming [19] found that the real:
part of the `dielectric cons ant was .temperature independent; bu 	 the loss	 ^?
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f Mc./stc.
Relative, permittivity of ice (ordinates) versus logarithm of rado-
frequency :(abscissae},
-	 ..	 a Mc./sac:
Loss tangent of ice versus radio frequency. The quantity plotted
';	 vertically is 1og1 0 (f tan 8) where f is the frequency in- Mc.sec. On
I	 the-high-frequency tail of a relaxation spectrum this quantity is constants
it has the further useful property that the attenuation of a radio wave	 i
(measured in'db./m.) passing through the medium is directly proportional to
f tan S. .Temperatures are marked-in °C.
3
L: Lamb (1946} and Lamb and Turney (1949:) - 5 °C at Tow frequencies, 0° to
.190°C at high frequencies: distilled water.
C: Cumming (1952) Distilled water, tap. water, and melted snow (no
observakile difference). 	 A	 .
A: 'fluty and COIe (1952) Conductivity water, ice free from stress. Limiting
values plotted arbitrarily at 1,000 times the relaxation frequency..
V: Von .Hippel (1'954) `Conductivity water . , ice: not'availabte.
Y: Yashino (1961) Antarctic ice core samples,_not annealed, density 0.91 g./cm.^
W: Westphal (private communication) Greenland ice, annealed, density 0.908./cm.3'
Figure 12. Dielectric properties of ice. (Evans [20))
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.Relative permitti vi ty of snow
	
ao	 °, ^	 (ordinates) vs. density (abscissae),.'
'	 o	 The upper curves are computed as
o •^'	 explained in section 1.2 for snow
°°	 particles having the characteristic
'	 Formzahl values u = 0, 2, 10 and.
°	 in Weiner's formula and taking the
relative permittivity of solid ice 	 ^
	
to	 to be 90 at low frequencies. The	
a
o_	 0.2	 o•a
	 ^	 °'e	 ^	 lower- curves are for the limiting
	
^o (y'km.'1	 ya l ue of the permittivity at high s
frequencies, taken to be 3.2 for solid
^--o	 „.2	 ^^^	 ^,^,	 ice. Measured values : -0 due to
	
,^	 Kuroiwa .(1956) at frequencies less	 1
'/i ^' ^^'	 ^	 than 1 Mc. sec. and at 3 Mc./sec. ,+ due-
^	 '^i 'r	
/^i /i	
'• '^	 to Cumming (1952) at 9.3:7:5 Mc./sec.
I	 ^ %
	
^• ^/	 ' ^^^^^	 The sketci •res beneath the graphs show
niaECrroruoFT►+E'^c^ac^w	 how snow structure is related to the
';	 Formzahl.
c Loss. tangent of snow versus
'dens i,ty (abscissae) . The
quanti ty plotted vertically
is the ratio of the loss
tangent of the .
 ice/air mixture
forming sncw to that of the
soT-id ice. Smooth curves are
plotted far different values.
of the Formzahl in Wei_ner's
formula assuming. that tan S is
much 1es than unity for the
solid ice considered. Measured	 _
values are due to Cumming (1952)
at 9,._375 Mc. /sec.. ,• at 0 °C.,+t
at -$°C.
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Figure 15. Variation of doss. tangent of snow with temperature.
(Cumming [19l)
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^	 Figure 16. Dielectric constant of foam rubber with varying
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Free water greatly affects the dielectric constant in a manner similar
to the effect in soils. The relative dielectric consta;^t for snow contain-
ing free water is given by the following equation from Edgerton [17]
K	 = Kwater pU + Ksnow ^ l ^ p)





where p is the volume. percentage of water and f is a form number describing
the distribution of water in the snow, Ambach [23] i^ his development. of a
meter to measure free water using changes in capacitance chose 32 as a
representative value. Since quantifying snow wetness is very difficult,
j Linlor et aT. [24] .performed experiments using foam rubber as the supporting
medium. The effect of varying wetness is shown in Figure_16 along with some
actual snow measurements:. Figure 17 . from Evans [20], Figure 18 demon-
I
strates the extreme sensitivity of .the loss tangent to variations in the
free water content of the snow.
Fora lossy medium, the penetration of electromagnetic energy into
that medium will be limited by attenuation. The attenuation coefficient
	
1
for a medium is given . by
_ 2^r	 K'	 K„ 2





Permittivity of wet snow at
high frequencies.. (ordinates) . vs.
volumepercentage of liquid-water
(abscissae). The permittivity of
the dry snow is assumed to be 2.0, 	 r"'
corresponding to a specific gravity
of approximately 0.5. The continu-
ing lines are calculated from 	 1
'Weiner's mixing formula and .the
measured values are due to Kuroiwa
(1956), There is a systemerror in
his measurement of the free water
content, Ambach (1963, p. 174- 77)
	 i'
.has given _results for snow of much
^	 s	 w	 „	 N	 dower. density.
WATER CONTENT (%BY VOLUME)
Loss tangent of .snow (ordinates) vs.
free water content in per cent by
weight (absc-issae). ..Mean curves are
shown for. two snow s^mples of density













For the case of dry snow or even for wet snow, experiments .have shown
	 `
that
K' >	 > K''
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^^ Skin depths calculated :from dielectric .
 constant data reported in the
Fi
1i	 erature are presented
	 in Table 1.
	 Skin .depth versus water content
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^^ Radar backscatter data were acquired with the Universi ty of Kansas
^ truck mounted 1-8 GHz Microwave Active Spectrometer




and Table 2 show
	 he system and give system specifications.
	 Radar back-
scatter. data were acquired at eight frequencies
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Table 1:	 Skin Depths for Snow
Description Frequency..(GHz) K' K" tan Skin Depth Source
Dry . Snow. 37 1.9 .05 --- 7 cm Edgerton	 [17]
Dry Snow 13.6 2. 76 .03 --- 38.8 cm Edgerton	 [ l 71	 N.:
Wet Snow .1 .-0 1.5 --- 10	 1 78 cm linlor	 [i6]
Wet Snow 8.-0 1.5 --- 10 -1 g.7 cm Lnlor	 [16]	
,
Dry Snow 1.0 1.32 .0002 --- 548 m Evans
	 [20]
Dry Snow 8.0 1 .32 .....0002.. --- 68 m Evans	 [20]
Foam. 8.5	 H2 O. 1 .83 --- --- --- 43 cm Linlor	 [24]
Foam $.5i H2 O 8.0 --- --- --= 3 cm Linlor	 X24]
Saturated Snow 10 --- --- ---
.9 cm Linlor	 { 2 4}	 '.
Freshly Fallen Snow 3 1.2 --- .00029 100 m Vickers	 [14]
Fre	 h l y Fa i l en Snow `10 1 .26 --- .00042 ' 20: 2 m Vickers_ [ 14]
	 ^.
Hard Packed Snow
	 3 1.50 --- .0009 28.9 m - Vickers	 [14]
I ce
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';	 Tal"ile	 2:	 MAS	 1-8 Specifications
Type: FM-CW
Modulating waveform.: . Triangular




FM sweep : 	 p F 400 MHz	
...x,
Transmit power: 1Q0 mW
IF:	 F iF 49.5 KHz
IF	 bandwidth:	
_ ^FIF' _11.5,	 KHz
.Antennas:
Height above ground; 19 m
Tran mit antenna e diameter. 1.22 m
Receive antenna diameter: 1.22 m






Effective system beamwidth:' 12° at	 1.2 GHz to 2° at 7.25 GHz
I
Incideuceangle range: 0°	 (nadir) -80°
Polarization: Horizontaltransmit-horizontal	 receive	 (HH)
' -Horizontal transmit vertical 	 receive {HV)	 ^
Vertical	 transmit-vertical	 receive	 (VV)
Ca	 ibration:
Internal Coaxial	 delay line















UU (vertical transmit-vertical receive). Data can be acquired at any
I
incidence angle from 0° to 80° (relative to nadir).
Signal fading is reduced by using both spatial and frequency averag-
ing. Frequency. averaging results from the 400 MHz bandwidth. 'Spatial
{	 averaging was accomplished by'measuring the return from different locations
on the test site. The number of frequency independent samples of return
power i s .smallest near nadir; there'forefor fading ;reduction, more spatial
^	 samples were acquired at the smaller angles. Assuming Rayleigh fading., 	 '^'"I
Iknowledge of the number of independent measurements . gives . the confidence
intervals on the measurements.. Ninety percent confidencelimts for. 3 cm












The test, plot,.20 x 60 meters (Figure 20), was a flat area with Little
Blue Stem grass-cover. Ground data (Appendix A) were acquired in conjunction. 	 ',




temperatures, air temperature, snow depth, snow layering, snow temperatures,
and snow water equivalent. Since the experiment was conducted during the
' 1	winter dormancy period, the height and physical condition of the ground cover
{I
	
was essentially-constant with .the exception of_tre last .few data sets.
,C	 5.1.2 Soil Moisture
^	 During the radar data collection, soil samples were-taken. at_three 	 1j
positions on the field so that ;spatial variations could be accounted for.
jThese samples were taken .from the 0- 5 cm soii layer. Soii moistures for :._the
f^	
-	 near (0°-10°), middle'(20°-50°)., and far (70 °) ranges are 'shown in Figures 21
^^
	
	 22 and 23. Soil samples were not taken between data sets: 8 and 15. Cal-
culated so i'1 moistures greater than 50% are bel-ieved to be the result of
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Table 3: 90% Confidence Limits
Number of Spatial 90% Confidence
Angle of	 Lncidence Measurements Limits.
1.2 GHz 7.25 GHZ









20°' T2 + .9 +1 .8
-1. 1 : -2.4
_30° l2 +	 .7 +1.5
-	 $ -2	 t
50° 8 + .7 +t.5i
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Ground temperature was monitored at 10 locations on the test plot
(Figure 20). The sensors were thermistor type thermometers buried at
1, 3 and 5 inch depths. .Also, surface temperatures were taken (Figure 24}.
The recorder was a battery ope"rated solid state devide with multiple .input
capability and an accuracy of 1°C.
5. 1 .4 Snow	
_ -
^,_.__..LL__^_.. .....
The d.ai;a acquired on snow were depth,temperature, and water equivalent.
Water equivalent is percent volume. of water obtained from complete melting
of ^ given. volume of snow, if layers existed within the .snow, thickness
and water equivalents were recorded. Snow .depth for th.e data sets. with
snow cover, and total snow water fora 1 cm 2 area are .plotted. in Figure 25.
,;	
S.2 _Angular Response	 '.
„.




three of the data sets.., Note that the responses show a smooth surface;









ndOn the average,. there. is very little difference. between horizontal a 	 _	 ^
j	 vertical polarization; response (Figures 29 and 30}. -Cross polarization is
very low for the low `frequencies, normally about 20 dB down from HH at nadir,
while at 7.25 GHz the difference is only about. }0 dB. The magnitude of
the difference between HV and the like polarized castes decreases with increas-
ing incidence angle at 7.25 GHz.
^,
^^	 5.4 Spectral Response
^^	 Figures 31...-33 show scattering cross section spectral responses for




spectral response of - 6° with'no snow cover. Run 6, illustrated in Figure';32,
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Data Set: Run 6
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Figure 32. Spectral Response of a° of Short Grass with
pry Powder Snow Cover .
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difference in the response at nadir for the powder snow (Run 6) and the
snow with ice and snow ..cover (Run 9,'Figure 33) • Run 9 with 10.2 cm snow,
but with a hard. sleet layer at the air-snow interface shows an increase of




Due to conditions beyond the control of the experimenters, only one
data. set was taken when the ground was frozen. At that. time, only the tope
1 cm of the ground-was frozen.. Figure 34 shows the a° spectral. responses
for Run 23 {frozen ground) and Run 24 (thawed ground). 'The return from the.
a
thawed ground is slightly higher at all incidence ang es; however, i is more
noticeable away from nadir. A possible explanation fore the reduction in the
backscatter due . to the presence of the ice. layer is that the i ce layer serves	 w
to reduce . the impedance mismatch between the. air and. the wet soil media,
6.2 snow Effect
._'	 1
For dry snow,:. the skin depth is much greater than the l5 cm maximum	 }i
y
snow depth encountered during the experiment. The effect of the dry snow	 i
cover is minor as demonstrated by Figure 35 showing the c° response for
Run 4 (no snow) and Run 6 (snow cover - 15 cm dry-powder).
Immediately before Run 8 (snow cover - 12 cm) there was a fall of fine
sleet. Although snow wetness could not be measured, the surface was damp.
Figure 36 shows the u°..response of the control set,, Run 4, and the wet
snow cover set, Run 8. According to Linior's data [16], the ski n : depth of
"wet" snow at 1.0,GHz is 78 cm and the kin depth-of foam with 8.5o water
	 ^	 ;
at 1 .83 GHz is 43 cm (see Table 1). Hence at 1.2 GHz, the 12 cm wet snow
(Run 8)'in Figure_36 acts primarily as an attenuator of the backscatter
from the underlying wet soil. AC 7.25 GHz, on the other hand, the skin
depth of the wet snow cover ;i_s probably comparable to'or smaller than-the
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approximately 20 dB, it is doubtful if any significant contribution to the
7.25 GHz response of Run 8 is due to the underlying soil. This conclusion
is also supported. by the distinct difference in the shape of the. angular
response curves of Runs 4 and 8.
The major conclusion to be drawn .from. the foregoing. discussion is that
the key snow parameter influencing the .radar return is snow wetness (liquid
water content); although the . snow depth of Runs 6 and 8 were comparable,	 ""^ ^
their 6° responses were drastically different.
For the group of data sets with snow cover,.the response of c° to all




ature, snow depth, soil moisture, and total water content of the snow.	 Ln
general, the 6° response showed a positive correlation with temperature;
however, the sensitivity was low. The o° response to snow depth-demonstrated
I
_no consistent resuls. The o° response to snow density also demonstrated no
consistent results. The cr° response to soil moisture sfiowed low correlation.
This resalt, at first, seems to be inconsistent with the conclusions of
Batlivala and Ulaby [5]_. However, the soil moistures for this experiment were..
r
all greater .than 30% by weight, which. is close to the saturation point. Soil
moistures greater than 50% are believed to be the result of standing water.
Hence, the low correlation-of a° with moisture content is not surprising.
	
The Q° nadir (0°) . response to mt , the totalsnow water content per 	 {
unit area, is illustrated in Figure 37 for 2..25 GHz, 4.24 GHz and 6.25 GHz.
The response indicates a strong dependence on frequency as demonstrated by the
large difference in sensitivity (slope) and correlation coefficient between
2.25 GHz: and 6.25 GHz. Since the majority of the data points are clustered 	 ^
between the 1.0 g/cm 2 and 2.0 g/cm2 range, the significance of the 0.5 g/cm2
data point on the regression analysis was tested by generating linear
regression equations with and without fhe 0.5 g/cm2 data point at all frequencies




although the correlation coeff-icient is generally lower when the 0.5 g/cm2	 l
data. point is excluded, the magnitude of the correlation coefficient is
statistically significant for frequencies above 4 GHz. A similar conclusion
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j	 Figure 38. Correlation Coefficient and'Sensitivity of ^° to Total .Snow Water Content per Unit Area Qt p° Ang(e of Incidence
Versus Frequency, Both With and Without the 0.5 gm/cm` Snow Water Data Set.





















', 	 To illustrate the radar response at the. higher angle of incidence
range, the 70° HH-polarized scattering coefficient data are plotted as a
	
a	 function of mt in Figure 39. The e slope is negative at all threefrequencies
and is less sensitive to frequency than .the nadir case.
{	 ^	 To summarize the a° response to m t , the calculatedsensitvty {slope
in d6/.1 g/cm2 ) and associated linear correlation coefficient are presented
^	 as a function of frequency'at selected angles of incidencefar HH, HV and VV
,,,,,
a
	I	 polarizations_in Figures 40- 42 and as a function of angles of incidence at
selected frequencies in Figures 43-4.5,	 Based on .these families of curves,
the. foJ lotvi ng gene; al remarks are made:
a) Increasing frequency results in improved correlation coefficient
and sensitivity of 6° to mt.
b) The sensitivity of 6° to mt is almost angleindependent for
angles of incidence higher than 30°, pasticu1ariy,at the. higher
frequencies.
,,
c) Among the three polarizations, HH and VU show comparable o°
response to m t , while NU is generally inferior in terms of






Snow .total water content, mt, is one of the most important parameters
in hydrological applications. The preliminary results of this study indicate
that radar has the potential for mapping snow water content as evidenced by 	 3
the observed sensitivi ty of Q° to m t . Although the magnitude of the correlation
i
coefficient between rs° and mt seldom exceeded 0$, the results are very encour-
aging if consideration is given to the inherent limitations of the experiment,_
which were:` a) the limited number of snow data ets, b) 'the limited range. of
snow depth and total water content encountered and c) the unavailability of
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a	
r 0	 + ^	 .(
a) In future experiments, the tr,st site should bechosen to
.guarantee .heavy snow falls, long snow-cover periods and 	 ^
a wide range of snow depths. i
'	 b) The 8-18 GHz MAS system be used since the sens`°^tivity of c°
t to mt generally increases with-frequency, as indicated 	 ;
i
by the present study.	 ^^
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i
The following discussion concerns the ground data taken for the freeze/thaw
snowexperiment from february 21 to April 23, 1975, in conjunction with measure-
menu obtained during the same time period using the 1 GHz to 8 GHz microwave
spectrometer.
The hest p{ot for the experiment was located immediately north of the parking
area on .the west side of Nichols Hall . The . areal extent of the test area was governed
	
by system constraints, the initial (and minimal) size being approximately 30 feet wide
	 °"
by b0 fee long. This was later . extended to 35 feet by approximately 180 feet.
The ground cover which has a considerable effect on the freeze/thaw rate of
the underlying soil, .consisted of maintained Little Blue Stem grass. Since the experi-
ment was undertaken during the winter dormancy period, .its height and physical
condition remained constant throughout the data gathering period, except during the
time period of April 4, Run # 30 through April 23, Run. # 34, when grass height, physical
cond ition, etc. were cons antly changing parameters.
l^nother important parameter monitored was soil moisture. Soil samples were
removed and analyzed in the lab for percent moisture by weight. An ice coring unit
with a PVC . plastic insert was utilized to remove a column of soil. The insert measured
approximately 15 cm long by 4.4 cm in diameter; thus the maximum soil removed per
sample consisted of a cylindrical plug of the above measurements. Metal soil sample
containers were used to remove soil plugs at shallow depths..:For samples at greater
depths or-for individual layer analysis within a given sample, a soil sampling tool was
employed. The samples were removed, trasnported to the lab, weighed, dried 24 hours
at 105° in the drying oven, xeweighed and the percent water calculated from the
formula:,
Sw - Sd x 100
^—
where Sw is the weight of the we soil and Sd is the . weight of .the dry soil.
	
Ground temperature was monitored electronically using buried thermistor-type 	 ^
thermometers spaced at l0,foot intervals. (Figure la),and placed at varying depths
beneath the ground's: surface (Figure lb). The temperature recording device consisted.
of'a battery operated .,. solid-state recorder with multi-probe input capability and with
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i	 ^	 I	 ^	 I
122°F with direct readings on either the Fahrenheit or the Centrigrade scale. The
temperature sensors are thermistor probes,. 7/32" O.D., sealed in epoxy on the end of
PVC coated leads.. They are completely immersible and have a 7-second delay time
for accurate readings .
The added capabi}ity of controlling the physical condition of the ground with
respect to temperature was not put into operation since the weather conditions were
..^,.
such #hat the system was not :needed.
During the . brief periods in which snow covered the test plot, soil moisture and
soil temperature were monitored plus snow characteristics such. as its physical condition
(grain structure, snowflake type, degree of layering/compaction), .depth., .plus the
snow-water equivelancy were calculated. The latter was deter mined by removing a
given volume of-snow, allowing it to melt, and measuring the resulting water.
In addition to the above factors, the type of snowflake plus the history of the rainfall,
-and the degree of freezing and thawing were recorded:
Photographs, both. 39 mm color slides and color prints, were utilized to augment
the field notes.	 Field data including field. notes recorded during each data set are




DAIC itUN TIf.IE °TCGiP. 5UIL tiVA1CR COR1ifN7 COF^itviENTS SNO'J'sUl11ER E4UIV: GOi^r1',iEN1^5




3/3/75 03 0.700 31.5 3,.5 50.3 0°
3.5 49.2 l0°




5.1 47.1 30° No snow
1.3 90.3 30° Frozen lave




3/3/75 04 1500 36.0 3.5 42..0 0°
3.5 38.0 1 0°









1.3 69.4 60°.Frozen	 lave No snow




3/9/75 06- 1100 34.0 3.5 36..7 0°	 samples. 15.3 7.5 1100 hrs
3 5 34	 3' 30°	 . oaken. 15.3 9.9 1300 hrs.
3.5 35:9 60°	 peripheral 14.6 1'0.2 1300 hrs
14.0 33.0 40°	 to test 13:9 9.4 1330. hrs
plot 13.3 10.3 1330 hrs
3/1:1/7 07 0730 33.5.' 3.5 35.3 0° i2`.7 10.2 0730-	 hrs..:..
3'.5_ 34.9., 40° }2.7 9.5 0730 .hrs
14.0 33.1 0° 11.43 10.$ 0830 hrs
15.2 35.7 40° 11,43. 10.9 0830 hrs
3/11/7 08 T340 34.0 13.9 33.0- 0° 11.43 14;5 1500 hrs
15.0 :4.1 40° 12.70 14:1 1500 hrs-
1 .91` 30.0 Surface layer
. i.91 25...0 only-1600 hrs
0, 64 56.2 1600 hrs ;	 sl c:et
layer




















(10)80 i3.9 1600 hrs;
Temaining
distance






1.27 34.8 Layer beneath
' sleet;	 1400 hrs
11.11 11.8 Snow;	 1400 hrs
0.64 74.5 Sleet;	 1500 hrs
8. $g 16.1 Snow;	 1500 hrs
0..64 65.0 Sleet;	 T600 hrs
3/13/7 10 0930. 33.0 14.0 33.8 40° 0:96 42.4 Crust; 0930 hrs
8.89 14.7 Remaining snow;
0930 hrs
0.64 54.9 1200 hrs;	 :Crust
8.8g 14.1 1200 hrs;	 Snow
3/13/7 ll 1600 33.5 12:7 35..2 0° 0.96 40.2 Crust;	 1600 hrs
13.4 35.6 40° 10.8.0 11.:1 Snow;	 1600 hrs
3/1.4:/7 12 0900 31:5 14.6 33.8 0° 0.80 49.1 Grust; 0930 hrs
14.6 38.7. 40° 8.90 15.3 Snow; 0930 hrs
0.64-' 54.2 Crust;, ,121$	 hrs
7,.b2 17,3 Snow;	 1215 h,rs
3/14/7 13 14.30 32.5 14:6 3}.6 40° 0.56 70.4 Crust;-1500 hrs
6.99: 22.0 Snow;	 1500 hrs
3'/l^,ri /7 14 0700 30.5 15.2 31 .4 40° 0.56 41 .8 _crust;	 0900' hrs
6.35 20.0 Snow; 0900 hrs
3/16/7 15 1300
..





_3.5 55.7. 40 °
3.5 47.7 50°
3.5 55.2 70°





3.5 47.6 70° _-
i ^ -^
















15..2 35.6. 70 °
3/18/7 17 1330 45.0 3.5 41.3 l0°
3.5 24.9 30°
3:5 67.7 x64° No snow
13.9. 34.0 so°
.15.2 38.6 60°
16.2. 31 .4 _l0°




: T4.0 34.2 30°
::14,0 35.0 60°
3/20/7 19 1.300 51.6 3.5 41.7 l0°
3.5 45.7 20°
3.5 45..5... 30° No snow




....3/2 1 /7 20 1400 Thawed 3. 5 43,0
^°
3.5 41 .0 3D° No snow
3.5 44..0. 50°1 .5.2. . 34'.5 0°
i5.8 32...9 30°
15. 2 35.2- 50°
3/24/7 21 1400 33.5 3.5 38.5 0°





3/28/7 22 i)"00 36.0 2. 54 71.8 Surface zone
3.5 68.2 0°
3.5 S4.8 30°
3.5 55.7 50° Snow intermit-
• 3.5 45.9. 70^ tent; no ac-
15`.2' 40..4 0°' cumu1ation
.15.8 35	 1 30°
15.8 34.6 50°
T6.5	 ' 39..0.' 70°
V I I l^^I!











(cm)	 ^ (cm)	 ^
3/30/7 23 0800 31.5 3.5 74.0 0°	 Upper lcm°
3.5















2.54 .. . 48.2 40°
2.54 .39.6 50°
2.54 44.7 0° No snow
--- 3 ?_.2 0 cm -10.1 cm
--- 30.5 0 cm -10.1	 cm
--- 32:4 0 cm -1.0.1	 cm
--- 31.4 0 cm -10.1	 cm
--- 31,0 0 cm -10.1	 cm








q 10.0 36,.6 0°
lo.0 30.6 lo°






T4.0 -	 29.8 60°
4/2/75- 26 0830. 34.0 3.0 51,5 p°
3. 0 53 .1 30 ° Snow, sleet,
3.0 54.4 60° freezing	 rain.
13.0 42.} 0° No collection
14.0 35:3 30° due to rapidly`







'vAif. ItUN TIR:^C "1f.^4P, SUIL t^JlsU.i^ ^.UNICt^1T GUr.1MGN(S Si^U_'1 ;'JATCIi 1:1iUlA^. CO;^i'.1ENT5
soul °depth " percent Depth •percent
(cm)	 ^ (cm)	 ^
4/2/75 27 1415 34.0 3.0 51.7 0° 2,0 24,9 At 1500 hrs
3.0 53.6 30° conditions
3.0 54•.3 60° are rapidly
13.D 42.b 0° changing.
14.0 35.4 34°
14.0 34.8 60°
4/3/75 28 0515 32.0 3.5 42.0 0°






0° -- - -No Data---
about 5 cm.
14..0 41.3 3d°
14. 0 34.1 60°
.4/3/75 29 144:5 35.0 3.0 50.8 0°
3.0 54.0 30°
3.0 53.6 6;1°
12.0 42.$ 0° Snow very
12.0 46:7 30° patchy;	 1. 5 cm
15.0 41.7 60° in depth.
V 39..0 3.0-9.0
a 30.8.	 - g.0-16.0




















.4/11/7 31 UNK. UNfC. 0-5.0 31;3
5.0-9.5 24.0
9.5-14.5 28:.4. 0° No .snow
:14..5-19. 2:6.7
t71itG RUN fl".1E `(Ci,iP, 5011.'^'^/hi( ^.^)P;1E.hil ;.Ui^it^1ETJT5 ;ii.'::r'	 ;"^If^TCf^ [^<111V. GtJ^^t".;[l^jiS
soil "depth. "percent . °depth °percent
(cm)	 ^ (cm)	 ^
0-5.0 30.0







4/15/7 32 1500 Thawed 0-3.0 39.6	 1 0°
3.o-g.0 27.6	 l





. 0-11.0 35..4	 1 40°/ i1.0-22.0 31.5
	 J







.4/23%7 34 UNK. Thawed D-3.0 38.'S
} 0° No snow3.0-9.0 2J 8




END OF DATA SETS
1Run o3
',	 3 3 75
Overnight low of 18.OoF.
Run 04
3/3/75	 .,^..
Began data set at 1500 hours; began snn^ipl ing at 1600 . hours.
Run. 05
3 4 75





-Began dafa set at 120Q hours; light powdery snow approximately T5 cm deep°
measured at 8°box local, the type Locale. Took B $^ W/color slide depicting depth
at 1100 ,hours with some; at 1330 hours, snow sfi11 15 cm thick at type area..
Run 07
3/ 11/75	 '
B an data set at 0800 hours • air tem rature A(f) 27 0°^ S
	 d t ` t teg	 pe	 r	 nc^1v e^ n ^' Ype	
^
area is 12,7 cm. At 0730 hours, cloudy and overcasf few dry snowflakes. Snow
	 7
depth 12,7 crrr overall with approximately 0.95 cm light fluff with 11.75 cm
moderately packed;: slides. Overall snow conditions, dry and powdery. 5ublimafiion
is quite rapid fhis am; about O.b4 cm Lost between 0100 and 0830 hours .
	
r
About 3.;18 cm void space between soil surface and the bottom of the snow. 0$30
hours, still about 0.95 cm dry .fluff with 11,75 cm dry packed, no flurries, fight





Began data set at 1340 hours. Approximately 5 minutes of rain then turning to sleet;
#5_# i0 photos. Sleet began. at 1330 and became intense almost immediately; at
1440 sleet reverted to fine rain.. Up to this point, sleet crystals had bui t up to
approximately 0.64 cm over the snow . layer;. are distinct crystals coated. with water.
""'
Steer layer formed was welded quite solidly over moist (not soggy) snow layer of about
10.8 cm thick. Outside temperature at 1445 hours was about 33°F. At 1500 hours
approximately 1 .27 cm sleet and water covering had. accumulated. At 1600 still light
drizzle with sleet crystals still present and layer buildup to about 1.27 cm to 1 .91 cm
thick; below thislayer remaining snow still relatively dry. completed data at 1607
hours; at T700 snow depth .(total) at type area approximately 10.8 c:m.
Run 09
3/ 12/75
-Began data set at 11 . 10 hours. -0vernught low of 30°F, no rain, slee#, or snow during 	 a
the ought. Partly cloudy and A(t) of 34°F; still. hard sleet layer composed of well.
defined crystals, layer is dry; no observab a moisture on the surface. Overall snow
depth at type area is 10.16 cm; therefore lost depth due to compaction, Sieet Layer
still .approximately 0.64 cm with 1 .27 cm layer of snow immediately underneath
possessing a slightly higher water content than the remaining cover though such a
dis#unction may not be true .. NW wind gusting to 25 mph , At 1345 hours took #2
and # 3 (T20 format) of snow depth--pictures attached. At 1400.hours., overcast,
34°F, wind gusts to ab;^ut 20 mph, no precipitation, sleet Layer shows no visible
signs of free water coating the surface, snow depth at-type area abo!^t 9.53 cm. :Upon
_^
examunation, sleet layer exhibits. an  undulating bottom surface with thicknesses ranging




- 3/ i 3/75
Began data et at 0915- hours.; OvErhigfit low of 13°F, clear skies, dry light NW wind
g (less than 5 mph). Snow depth (all measurements as to snow: depth are assumed to be
^	 made at the type area Unless otherwise indicated) approximately 8..89 cm; slide #22.M1





Wind velocity at 1930 hours increased to about 10 mph (wind chill of -5°F). Fro:
sleet layer same thickness,, 0.64 cm to 1 ,27 cm thick with undulating bottom surf.
no free water at surface of layer, At 0945 hours, wind speed increased to 15 mpH
At 1200 hours, snow depth sti I l 8.89 cm; snow sti I I powd^t•y i n nature .
Run i I
3/ 13/75
Began data set at 1456 hours , Snow depth at 1515 is 8.89 cm of .light powder beneath
frozen sleet layer; no observable free surface water on the latter.. At 1.700 hours, wind




Began datasefi at 0900 hours. Overnight low on hill was 0°F; temperature at 08;0 	 _
^:	 was 2.5°F. Wind . less than. 5 mph.` Snow condtion, 8.89 cm deep; : sleet layer about
0.64 cm tc 0.95 cm thick with no visible signs of free surface water; underlying snow.
Layer ^3ery dry--a loose powder. Obtained ^iides of snow surface depici • ing crenelated
surface (^17-24). Skies are clear. At 0930 hours., very difficult to obtain samples
(snow); values of dubious precision.. Notes Sleet Layer no longer distinct circular
nodules; are small. "snowflake structures" struck vertically at the surface ( #23), 1-2
oscillator problems at 1t)3^^ hours; resumed data accumulation at 1100 hours. 1215 hours,
	 `7l
temperature of snow beneath the crust (at snow crust interface) is 32°. 5now no longer
a powder, increasing water content. Crustal layer not as brittle as this am though no
free water visi;ale at the surfa^:e. Layer consists of smoothed, reworked circular ice
crystals with . perhaps a very thin layer of free surface water though the Fatter is difficult
to ascertrain. The frozen crust_^7t 1215 hours-does not exhibit the fine, delicate ".snow- 3





Began data set at 1430 hours.Outside temperature is 3$°, snow depth is 7.75 cm: Snowi




l	 I	 I ! 	f I	 '.
filling in the crenulations thus tending. to smooth the ice sheet. Fine delicate structure
has disappeared as already indicated. this am dLe to surface melting leaving a somewhat
smooth, yet undu.ting surface with second order roughness at . the surface (#24, 25).
Underlying snow appears wetter than at 1200 hours today but not saturated, Excellent
snowball quality, Skies are clear with NW wind less than ^ mph. Outside temperature




Began data set at 0700,. skies cloudy,. wind is calm with slight m°vP^nent from the south .
Overnight low on hill was 22°, Snow;°>^ndition is 6,99 cm deep. Surficial structure 	 I
of crust is identical to yesterday pm, run T3; no free. surface water visible. Snow beneath
crystal layer different from: yesterday; is totally metamorphosed into firn. Very friable
with the once dry powder recrystalized into small, brittle ice pods (#31, 32). Crust is
glazed ice, no longer distinct. sleet nodules but now are totally reconstituted into a
rough (^^umpy) layer (26-30, X30 shows physical characteristics of bottom side of crust).
Firm layer extends to ground level. #33 shows snow geese. Slide #3, 4 with 2- 1/4"
format, covers-overall area, Note: firn. is dry,. not wet; this condi ion will not last
long due to climbing temperatures expected today. The frozen layer-snow interfgce(^30)
is very .irregular with firn cemented to .this. crustal layer in irregular, vertical, stringy 	 ?
clumps. Skies cleared and sun shown at 0930. CGa,mpleted data at 0945 hours,_conditions 	 '
within snow remained same thrdughou# the data set.	 l
Run 15	 ^
3 16 75
Began 1215 hours . Slide #5 (120 format) shows nature of surface . Skies overcast, lowy	
of 370 . No rain or snow since: run # 14. Snow condition, wet to soggy and very patchy.
Ground condition, surface has-large ,patches of standing water (snow melt) up to 3 cm
deep in many ;places. Completed data set at 1420 hours (#6, 120 format).
A-13







Began data set at 0926.. Na snow on ground whatsoever. _Over night low of 30°.
Morning is overcast, Fight frost but gone by 0800. Wind calm. Skies clearing to 	 .
east, Slide # 7 (120 format) depicts test plot conditions. Soil conditions are very
soggy (super~saturated) but NO standing water. Slide # 8 (1?0 format) shows 	
..►p
condition of grass cover (matted down),
..Run 17
3/ 18/75
Overnight low of 40°. $egan data -set at 1330 hours. Skies are partly cloudy, soufih
wi nd 15-20 mph o Slide ^9 (120 format) taken at same locale as run 16. Soi I no longer









fiegan data,set at 1300 hours, Are taking only 0°-30°. Slide # 11 (i20 format) shows




-Began data set at 140U hours . Slide # 12 (120 format) shows' ground condition, -so'l
progressively drying out .










Began data set at 0730 hours. ^Jvernight low of 17°. No rain since snow melted,
wind about 15 mph from NW. Wind-chill hemperature equivalent to -9°F. Slide
X 3,4 (120 format, roll 2). Note:. frozen soil layer of 0.6 cm in .patches, full extent
„i..




Began data. set at 1000 hours.. Overnight low of 28°F. Light snow falling at 1080 hours:.
Had considerable precipitation on 3/27/75. Begin roll #2, 35 mm (36 exposure). Slides.
#2,3 taken afi 1145 hours. Ground not frozenr very wet at surface, but no standing
water. Snow patchy in clumps of grass (^2) snow not a we# flake but more rounded sleet-
-..	 tj^pe of flake. All snow, no rain mixed in. As of 12^0 boo's, snow not really accumulat-
ing. Grass beginning to green. Finished taking data samples at 1145 hours, data set
completed at 1300 hours.
Run 23
3/30/75
Began data set at 071.0. Overnight iow of 17°. No overnight precipitation. Wind calm,
skies clear, frost on grass {^4-8), Grass clear of frosf by 0920 hours (# 9). Grass frozen










Began data set at 1407. Overnight low of 30°, ground. thawed, NW winds at 15 mph, 	 ^
present temperature 4fi 	 Skies overcast. # 12 shows the grass condition (metric sc^rle for
first time) •	 q-15




Began data set at 0825,. Overnight• tow of 24°. On 4/1/75 at 2230 hours, it began. to
rain; at about 2330 it began to sleet (very rough., jagged balls, not the smooth type as
before) with an average size of 5 mm. It then rained lightly the remaining part of the
.night . A1. 0600 ors 4/2/75, began to snow (very dry, crystalline. type) . At 0830 snow
Began falling very heavy with northerly winds about 20 mph, ground condition unknown
due to frozen sensor connectors. Rain. that fell most of early morning hours inflicted an
ice coating on the grass blades of about 8 mm diameter (# 17,18) . Some stm ding water
between A and B-box as snow began to accumulate. #13,14,15 show grass condition
before heavy snow started. # lb shows overall view of plot from west end. Snow that • is
fabling has moderate flakes (about 3-4 mm), Snow is not the wet, soggy. variety or the
dry, crystalline variety. Will .continue the data. set until. finished even though ground
conditions are rapidly changing with respect to the snow cover, Very difficult to obtain
soil moisture samples due to the nature of the ice covered surface. Snow ceases! at
0910 hours, began falling at 0930 hours. At 1100 hours, still snowing. Air temperature
is 20°, ground temperature is 33° (average) wind. chill is -10°F. X 20 shows grass and
snow, taken about 3 feet west of B-box, X 21 shows overall condition from west end o•'r
plot. X22 is closeup of grass taken from.SE corner of plot (looking NW). #23 is
closeup (withscaie) looking 5E from B-box at about 30 foot marker, # 24 is SE (v:ithout
tape) at 40 foot marker, There is free water standing between the ground ice and soil
surface interface_ End data set at 1145 hours.
Run 27
4/2/75
Began data set at 14T5. Outside temperature is 27°F. NW winds. #25 shows grass
condition. # 26 looking SE from B-box, ^2? looking E from west end of plot, X28 VOIb,
X 29 is extreme close^ ►p of B°box.. Snowing lightly with small, dry, rounded flakes.
Overall snow depth varies but general by abou t 3.5 cm above sot I surface.. Snow falling	 i
moderately as of 1530 hours,, Note: For runs 26 and 27, an ice layer' about 1 cm thick
exists beneath'the overlying snow (ayer(at the snow'soif interface)... Beneath the ice
R-1'
^^
^	 I	 i	 !	 i
layer, the upper 3 cm of soil is supersaturated, though n° free standing water. X30
shows the nature of the soil condition beneath the ice layer. Completed data set at




Began data set at 0515; early morning hours were necessary to insure that ground
conditions would. remain constant throughout the data set. Overnight low of +9°,
present temperature is 12°. Skies :clear, winds. calm. Snow powdery; snow temperature
is 14.5°, depth is about 5 cm. Same general description on snow and ground and grass
cover holds as 4/2/75 pm including. the ice layer (1 cm thick) at snow-soil interface,
X 35 shows SE look at sunrise showing grass condition. Slide # 36 is closeup of grass
cover.. Completed data set at 0710, temperature now +9°F, winds. calm.
Run 29
4/3/75
Began data set at 1445, # 14 (roll 3) is closeup of grass;. # 15,..16 show overall condition-
of plot from west end. Snow cover patchy and very wet (soggy); snow depth is about T cm.
Freestanding water in patches of about 1.5 cm. Slide # 17 shows closeup of snow grass
^	 relationship. Slide # 18 depicts the EW rows of grass as they. were planted and the snow
present in the intervening furrows highlight this, # 1$ was taken at .1500 hours,. ^2 (120
format, roll 4) taken at 1530 with 60 cm scale; # 19 (roll 3, 35mm) taken at 30° from
TV tube to show distribution on ground. Ground is super-saturated with depths up to
3 cm but average depth of about 2 cm, this free standing water. is present .throughout
^	 the test plot. Note: When the .data set began, thel cm ice layer at the snow-sol
interface had melted,. was absent throughout the tes area. # 34 (set 4, 120 format)




Began data set at about 1300. Overnight low of 33 degrees, skies are clear wiFh
present temperature of b0 .degrees.: #5,6 show ground condition; is soggy at surface but-
no-free standing water is present. Snow completely melted, grass beginning to green,. 	 ''













4 15/75 .	 ..,.
Began at 1500 hours. Ground thawed, no precipitation. within 24 hours, overnight
low of 37°. Present temperature. of 63°, skies clear with S winds about 5-10 mph; 	 d
1





Began data sef at 150 hours. ^5,b,7 (roll 5 l: grass about 14 cm high, has not been
cut sincefall of 1974. Rained past weekend, SW winds 5-15 mph, 71° presently.. Can
no fc^nger see white,. incidence angle,. marker tubes . #7 is rule sti^^k total. of 25 cm
above ground surface; not sure of scale for #5.
,.	 Run 34
4^ X3/75
Rain last night, temperature presently 8U°, Very: humid . . ^9 (roll 5} is of grass Height--	 ''
tape is 25 ;^n above ground.. X10,11 taken from east end• # 12,13 looking from west
^'	 end of piof. SW winds 15-20 mph, Grass an average of 17 cm hi gh .




















A''T^ "''^i^	 A' Lf
FhFt: 7.,. t.7 :^.	 S :ti.:^ 4. t 5.3 ^^3 7.3
oC^ NH 7.F ^. 1't. ►^ 1^t.7 1^'.^ 6.;t °..b t+.l
.	 pCL NV -i^i.l -17_. -`-^ -12.^t -I 4 ." -1 4 .t -F.7 -7.1 -^+.b
p UL Vti E.9 7.5 11.3 1S.'' y.7 6.`, `^,4 5.9
FNC^. 1 .G t	 .7 ^.;i z,a a.? 5.., ^i^3 7.3
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PCL NV iQC.O -44,t -30.2 -32.9 -31.A -25.5 -2^,3 -25,1
PCL VV -?5.7 -3Q.1 -21.3 -22• q - 23. a - 24.2 - ?3.F - 20.1
A ^'TEk^:A	 A y '^LE 77
FHF(: 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 h•3 7.3
PCL NH
-26.3 -38.5 • iC.6 -29.9 -29.7 -7.H.5 -2b.7
-26.i1
POL NV iCG•G -47,9 -3R.1 -37, U -35.4 -31.9 -3 l.,i
-2P.8
PCL VV -99. % -39. F -2F. S -28.3 -ZE'.7 -?7.9 -25. ^; -24.5
B-2
PCB HV -?,i.a -^.^,? -?t'.'^ -?tt,^ -23.^ -?.1.1 s,3 - A,5
Pt, I_ vv -i.P -^,? r;,5 5,- - tt,3 -K.`^ - ].b 4^^
^ A''1N' "•	 A	 A^''^^,.t" ire
PG(, NN -t5._ -;t..' -1^.7 -^•^ -1`'.? -11.; -1?,3 -1?.a
Pt,^ Ny -3'	 .5 -2^?.: t'^.2 34.7 -2:.^ -2^.? -^" . 4 -?.C.7
PG1. VV -17.. -?;?. r -1: .6 -/.? -7 7 •^ -1].? 4.F - 9.S
F'hF r^ ^.; 1,7 ^,.^ ^. ^ 4,^. 5. ^ h,3 7.3
PG1^ NH -?`a.7 -?+^.^ -^^•.h -tA. -1Q.7 - 1h.^+ -1',•5 - 13.,i
PCC Nv - 34.a - .R^:	 ^ -?`_,,r? - ?1.^ - 7.7.^^ -7.5..i -2 '.3 -17.h
PGI. VV - ?4.4 - ?i. %' -th,^ -,7.^ -] f '.% -16.7 -1',9 y.F^
A•^Ttty ►.^^.	 A ^.; ;GF 3n
PCj. 4fh -2(,	 S - z +i.' -7r.^ -i!t.f• - •^•7 -?^.? -1^,"[ -19.2
PCB. ^V .ir..5 -^^.:' -it+.l -7F. ^) - 2``• - ?7. ^ . ^S -24.1
PCj VV -^4.^ -^5.^ -2r. 4 -?r .a -1^. -?0.^ -+'a.2 -16.^
P(:^ NH -9j .F -'Y.;^ -1 •:.4 -^'a.^ -2.^. S - 32.`^ - ^ :;.5 - 21.^
PCB Nv -al.^, -'?. 4 -3;x.5 -,Sa.^ -.i3,^ -32.. -3?.^ -?7.n
PCB VV -7.: . ^ -?`i. !+ -^^ .' -74.4 -Z ^. j -?7. ^^ -2i.9 -19. 3
N r t C V ^'	 ^	 1. •v T^f_ It^
p al ^+t^ -31	 .5 -3>; 	`, _;>;;., t - ;sr. .' -3;.^ -31..i -1'x,5 31.E
DC^ Ni, 1^r^.i, - ^%^.'- - 'l1.4 -ate.? -3^ . 7 -35.^ -3'+.0 -33.4





1:.V- Ga^;;.0 ST^^Ma::	 SST	 i~ FR^:tZE
Gn T^ NPiA	 .1 nGL: 0
FbFG 1.2 1.7 2.3 t.3 ,.3 a.3 ^.3 7.3
PCL Mh -3.6 - ?.9 V.4 7.4 9.9 8.6 °.1 °.3
PCl HV -20.1 -2^.9 • ib•3 -15.2 -1?.E -9.0 -5.6 -3.7
FCL VV -2.E -2.2 5.4 7.9 9.3 9.5 9•; 9.y
AtvTCNNA	 L yGlc 10
FRED 1.2 1.7 2.? 3.3 4.3 5.3 6.3 7.3
POL HM -13.7 -17.6 -iC.2 -11.2 -14.T -15 .A -17.6 -15..5
PCL r+V -?9.9 -33. z -25.: - 'S.4 -31.4 -26.0 -26.2 -22.9
PCL VV -15.1 -1$.3 -9.5 -12.5 -15.2 -15.1 -17.7 -1T.2
anTENNa	 nnGLE 20
FRcO 1 . ? 1.7 2. 3 3. 3 w. 3 ^• 3 F. 3 7. 3
PCL Hh -26.5 -26.6 -19.E -19.2 -?2.3 -24.7 • 14.6 -1R.6
PCL NV -34.0 -3H.5 • :O.0 -31.4 -28.5 • 3J.5 -28.9 -26.y
PCL VV -?3.^ -2 i•.9 -ib•4 -19.^ -1A.9 -22.8 -2G.7 -19.5
ANTENriA	 anGLE 3C
FR^'0 1.? 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 6.3 7.3
PCl hh -?7.1 -?.8.7 -2?.^ -'w.^ -?O.P. -?3.6 -22.tl -22.3
PCI. HV -77.3 -37.5 -29.9 -31.2 -31.2 -3J.0 -31.1 -?_5.9
PCL VV -25.3 -27.1 -2?.1 - 2 ?.h -21.8 -^3.4 -23.3 -2^.9
t,NTENNA	 ANGLE 5:
FRED 1.2 t.l 2.3 3.3 4.3 ^.3 6.3 7.3
FCL Mh -:51.4 -35.6 -25. A -?i;.3 -29.4 -31.8 -i2.4 - 31. J
POL HV •+1.9 -44.7 -?f^.3 -3b.5 -38.9 -3E.9 -36.2 -34.7
PCL VV -3D.5 -34.0 -2F.2 -27.9 -32.6 -33.7 -32.9 -30.5
C,hTENNA ANGLE 7 ^:
FFEQ 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 6.3 7.3
PGL Hh - 34.5 - j5.9 - 3^.7 - 3 ?_.d - 31.1 - 30.3 - l_8.7 - 2'.3
POl HV i!'0. G - 50.4 - 41.3 - 41.4 - 76.1 - 36.1 - 35. tl -30. 1
FCL VV -38.'^ -33.3 -35.1 -34.9 -33. C -33.6 -3?. •6 - ?8 •9
B-4
1ny^he^,Ei• '•:IG 1AG
	 af-T	 G f ^tf.7E
FfiFt^ l•r a..7 2.S ?.z ^^.' S.^3 5,3 7,3
PGA NH	 -7.,5 -(^.7 2.3 :^." ^.4 3.7 -^r^8 4.4p C^ NV	
-?4.9 -?^3.1 -lA.b -17.Z
-15.? -14.
-1?.1 -7.3
PC l VV	 -A.d -5,1 2.d i.4 4.4 3"5 -il^b 3,4
A^ITE'^h^A
	 AN^.LF 1^
^kF'* 1.2 1.7 ?.•S :S,	 ^ a,t 5.3 ^+,3 7,3
PCB fa H
	-14.4 -17.7 -1 C.2 -tl.l -1('.6 -11.2 -14.A 
-15.5
P0^ N V 	 -29.9 -3:i.f -25.5 - :6.4 
- 2`. p -?5.7 - 2 5 . s - 23.3
PGA vv
	
-15.4 -17.7 -ir).'^ -1J,^ -l^:.f -10.9 - 13.^ - 13.3
AvTE^NA A^•:^^F	 ^rl
i'hE(;	 1.?	 1.7	 ?.3	 3.z	 4.3	 5.3	 6.3	 7.3
PCl NH	 - 74•; '2F.7 
- 16.4 - i'J.5 
- 21.5 - 1y.{^ - z ^,2 - 22.2
POD. NV
	 -35.5 - ; 7. ^ - ? y . R 
-2 H .^ - ?7,F - 2 7.G - 2ry ,a 
- 23.6
POD. v^^	 -23.1 -?a.9 -15.2 -?U.^+ -1h. 5
 -2^.1 -2''. 4 -2G.1
A'^'TEN'^!p AR^LF	 30
EkFt; 1.2 1.7 2.3 .i.^ ^.z S.,S b,3 7.3
PGA HF, -?h.G -?9. f,
-21.c^ -?3.h -21.3 -22.9 -11,G
-21.5
Pfif_ NV - 35.9 - 36 .9 -?7, 3 - ?9. !; -Sri . 3 -29.7 -29.5 -27. 9
PG A. VV -?a.;^ -?5.3 -?0..3 ... 21.6 -l_1.7 -23.1
-21. 4 -21.2
A'iTENR^A	 A ^:rLF Str
FfiF^,J t.r 1.7 ?.3 3.3 4.3 5,3 ti.3 7,3
PGA, NFL -2t;.1




P Cf- Hv -3^.^ -a?.4 - 33.6 - 'h.^ -3' • ,7 -:57.:'! - 3`^.^ - 3 ?..v





FhFn l•c 1.7 ?.3 ;{.	 ; 4 .3 5.S 5,3 7. c
PGA, NH -^ y . 6 -;i6. a -zC^, 4 -7i;.^ -7%.^+
-2^. r' -26. 7 -25.6
P0^ Nv 1f'i^. C^ - 4^+, 7 -^9, 5
-37. ^ -3:t . ^ - 33. }:
-31 . c. - 29, 7Pi^l VV "'3^	 .t^ -35. a -?9.5 -17.7 -2^.F




1A y FwAGEP SIG „ ^0	 SF.T	 i^' FREEZE
A"^TENNA	 A N GLE 0
^RFGJ ±.^ 1.^ 2.3 3.z 4,3 5.3 6,3 7.3
P0^ HH 5.6 -f?.b 9.a b,^ ?.^ 5.7 ;,K 5,7
PGA HV
-12.1 -19. 4 -1 a .2 -16.3 -ib.n -9,h -h,7 -4,7
PGA VV 6.8 0.5 10.0 7.1 3.1 7.n ^5^7 6,8
ANTENNA ANGLE l0
FR ED 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 S,3 7.3
POL HH -b.a -19,F -15.0 -1H.a -13.a
-i8.0
-22, a -17.5
PGL NV -25.0 -37.1 -33.7 -31.1 -2b.7 -2F+,9 -?9.8 -25.8
POL VV -E.7
-20. a
-1 4 .1 -15.7 -11•^ -19,3 -21.0 -18.7
A"'TENNA A N GLE ?0
FREGt 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 b,3 7.3
PCL HH -L4.8 -27.9 -19.? -22.7 -17.9 -25.5 -28,0 -21,3
PGL HV -3^?.Q -4?,3 -35,4 -34.5 -51.3 - 2 9 . 4 -31,9 -28,3
POt^ Vv -22.5 -2 7 .6 -2n.2 -20,6 -16 -25.n -2 4 .1 - 2U.b
A !^TEN N q ANGLE 30
FRFU 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 a.3 5.3 h,3 7.3
PGL HN
-2E . 5 -?9.9 -?0.7 -25 • a -1].5 -22.6 -2a,9 -23.4
PGL HV - 39. S -43.;
-35.5 -32. a -3c^ .5 -2cJ • 5 - 2 7 .5 - 2 7 , 2
POL VV -26.4 -^0,7 -?2.0 -22.7 -'12.3 -21.?
-23,1 -23,b
A"^TENNA A^uGLF.. 50
FRF^} 1•'l 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5,3 6,3 7.3
P0^ HH -27.3
-32.7 - ?_5. 4 -29.5 -2 H . p -2 8 .1 -28.9 -27.9
PCB HV -43.0 -a7, p -37.4 -39.n -35.8 -36.4 -37,5
-32,G
PCB VV -32.2 -36.4 - ?4,4 -29.8 -,i0.5 -28,6 -3^,,3 -27.5
ANTENNA A^Jf,LE 70
FREp 1.2 1.7 2,3 ^.3 4.3 5,3 6,3 7,3
P0^ HN -28.5 -?^3.7 -30.7 -32.? -25.7 -28.t,
-2b.1 -27,7
P0^ HV -j8.3 -49.a -z9,3 -39.a - 3a.6 -34.5
-32,6 -30.0
PCL VV




_i	 i,	 I	 I	 I	 l	 r
avF^^AC,^^ ^I^''AG	 SET	 11 c'REFZE
A"'TE^^tia	 p 'V ^l.E 0
FHF(; 1.l. 1.7 2.:5 ;5,? a..i 5.3 6,3 7.3
PGI_ HN 1.; -^.a 5,b 6.1 h.n 3,b 5^5 6.1
PGA, Div -1t.a -?5.1 -ib.:; -ib.7 -i f^.9 -ii.E -^c"7 -3.5
PCB Vv 2.1 -5.2 h.r, 5.F 7.3 a.t 4,5 3.9
AUT tNW a a'^ ^L. F iC
FFF(J 1.1 1.7 2.3 :S,? 4,;i 5.:i b,3 7,3
PCB, NN -d.7 -19.0 -12.4 -t.i.^ -2(i.^ -la.^s -17,0 -13.1
PCB NV -?7.p -35.5 -?4.7 -?.A.^ -?2.7 -26.7 - 21.1 - 1Q•9
PUS VV
-1U.7 -?0.1 -13.R -11.7 -in.7 -15,5 -14 " 0 -9.5
a"tTEtitiA a" t GLE 2G
FNFr„ 1.2 1.7 ?.3 3.3 a.3 S.,S 6,3 7,3
PGA. NH -?s3.1 -2 q .A -7^.1 -].9.^ -1 9 .1 -16.^ -lh " 7 -iH.l
PCB, NV - ai . a -z9. E -?" . b -3?. ^ -2 7
 •1 -?.5 .9 - • 25.9 -23 . ]
Pct. VV -;5.^ -?A. • -19.7 -2G.3 -1 ^'.5 -17.3 -155 -18.2
A^,TEn,^t q Anir.:. F :iU
^	 chFt^ 1.2 1.7 ?.^{ 3. z a,;c 5.,s h"3 7.3
PCB, NH -?7.9 -^?. 1 -?1 .6 -25.7 -1`^ • 4 -22." -21,. 4 -21.8
PCI, NV -x'2.0 -a?.r -27.7 -31.a -2 Q .^ -?_4.S -?7^1 -25.0
PGi Vv -7y.7 -31.?.
-2r,.b -2a. K -2F.n -2U.a -20.2 -18,:
A^ i TFti ►vA A rJ r ^LE 50
chEc^ 1.2 i.7 ?_.3 3.3 a.3 5,? 6,3 ^.3
PGL NH -26.3 -35.3 -^t>.5 -?o, r^ -27.7 -29.:5 -3^.1 -2^'.0
PCB, Nv -77.1 - a g ,; -;i ?.9 -3a.5 -s4 . a - 3a. 3 - 3a..7 - 2h. 9
PCB VV - 75.5 -37.a -27,4 - 26.b -2A.1 -30.5 -?^,3 25.3
n^lTEN"' A 	 A^^^^E 7:1
F^E!^ 1. 2 1. 7 2.3 S.3 a . 3 S. S ^i.3 7. 3
P(;^ HH - ?6.5 -.T^► . a -?^ . ^ -?^ . 7 -15. a -?l+. n -2a, 4 -22.5
PCB, NV -7/,.s -a7.1 -37,9 - ;SN.^ - 3a.7 - 3 ?.5 -2 9 .1 -26.r
PCI,. Vv - 74. b -.t9.G -?7. 7 -31. a -1 p . rt -^ 7. ^ -^5, a -2;i. 1
BRIG	 a -7
OF p^R pAGE ^QU^
i _^ i _^_
AVFRA(,E^ SIG^+AQ	 SET 3.2 FREEZE
Aa'TEN^'A	 AN ;^F ^
FREQ 1. 7. 1.7 2.:5 ,i.3 4.3 5.3 b.3 7.3
PCB NH 5.9 1.4 12.2 9.? 4.9 5.2 A .1 10.G
PCL NV
-1^.6 -lb^`> • 11.9 -15,? -12. 4
-8.f -4.0 -U.5
PCB VV 8.3 2.5 12.8 9^6 4.A 6.1 9,1 11.5
A"TEN "^e,	 ^."^ ,^F lU
FRE!^ 1.2 1. 7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 b,3 7,3
PCB. NN -3.5 -1?.5
-12.3 -19.^
-12.9 -16.7






PCO VV -6.4 -14.3
-11.6 -17.1 -11.5
-1 8 .0 -155 -1,7.5
A "1TENNA pyr,^F 20
FREcl 1.2 1..7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5,3 6,3 7.3
PGA, NN -20.9
-2 0 .7 -17.2 -23.5
-i F .^ -24.3 -?_2^6
-iR.l
P0^ WV -7h.9 -4^.3 -33.b -34.7




-1 A .2 -21.6
-2u. 7 -18.4
AtiTENUA g NG^E 30
FRE(^ 1.2 1.7 ?.:S 3.3 4.3 5.3 6,3 7.3
P0^ ^!H
-25.p -37.9




-33.3 -33.5 -31.7 -18.1
-2 7 .3 -25.x,
PGO VV -77.1 -3;).4
-22.2 -22.3 -2ti.F -19.7
-22.4 -1R.9
A^^TENNO, ANGLE 50
FRF(^ 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5..3 b.3 7.3
P0^ HH









POD, VV - 3E^. 0 - 37. 6 -25.4
-30.3 -30.11 -28.8 -27.3
-25. b
A^^TENNA A N GLE 70
FRF{^ 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 6,3 7.3










-38.9 -^7.5 -29.F -29.9








^RF(J 1.2 ^ .7 2.S 3. t 4,.{ 5.3 b .3 ? • :S
p GL NH 3.7 1.2 9.1 9.9 1C.0 6.1 7,5 t3.9
PCt„ NV - 14.t, - 16,^ -a.5.3 -12.P -in,3 -12,e -F,6 -5,3
PCB VV ^.^ ?.? 1.0.0 10.6 9.7 7.8 ?,4 11.2
A ►^^TENVA	 ANGLE 10
FH^C 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.z 4,3 5.3 b,3 7.3
PCL NH -7.5
-]4.^' -1. 0.5 -lb.l -13.1 -lb.K
-21. 6 -15.7
PCL HV -iG.3 -^1.^'
-? 8 .2 -31.7 -3n.5 -30.7 -20,9 -24.7
PCL VV -9.4 -17,1 -10.0 -17,1 -12.2




FkF q :•2 1.^ 2.3 3.:i 4.z 5.3 S•3 7.3
PGA. NH - ?3.3 -30.2 -16.4 -?_0. 5 -?3.0 -27.9 -22,9
-21.3
PGL NV -7a.3 - 4 1.. 4 -?1.7 - 3 ?.9 -,SC.R -31.3 -3^. !5 -2G.6
o Gl V V -2r . 1 -?7.s -18.3 -20.9 -z1.a -75.]. -23.5 -19.9
A ^iTENNA	 AN r iLE 3n
CNE q 1.2 1.7 ?.3 3.^ 4.'^ 5.3 b,3 7.3
PCL HH - 3r,.9
-31. 6 -28.1 -26•n -25. a -25.9 -26,6 -24.0
PGL NV -7F.^ -43.3 -32.9 -34,7 -32.9 -33.1
-32.8 -26.3
PGA,. VV -76.5 -29,^ -20.8 -"l2.7 -?6.4 -25.4
-25,2
-22.9
A" ! TEN"!A	 AN ;L^ 5i1
FRED 1•? 1. 7 2.3 3.i 4.3 5.3 6.3 7.S
PGL H^+ -2^'.7 -36.5 -25.5 -29.6 -33.? -34.3 -35,7 -27.5
PGL NV -99.R -a7•a -34.3
-3R.b -39. g -36.4 -38.7 -?9.3
PCL VV -9t,.Z -;6,5 -26.3
-?6.7 -32.6 -33.2
-32.8 -26.9
A'^^TE NhA 	 A'V^.L'E 7Q
^HF^ 1.2 1,7 2.3 3.? 4,z S,z b,3 7.3
PO4 HH - 9F.n -;^9,1.
-?9. 1 -29.1 -.51.5 -31.1 -2^,7 -23.3
PCL NV -9:.E+ -45. 6 -3b.7_ -3^+.^ -3^^.5 -34.6
-3. 9 -14.5
P CI. VV -94.9 -3 g .7 -?7.A
-28• x' -33. k -30.5 -27,7
-23.1
ORIGINAU FAGE IS









Fh F^ 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 5,3 7.3
PCB, NH 7,6 2,^+ d.0 Q.? ^'.^ 1.7 b,3 5.3
PGI. NV
-1? .8 -15.0 -17.0 -ib.4 _14.5 - 13. 7 -$,7 -E3.9	 '
PGA VV 6.4 4.3 H.6 9,? 7.g ^.E 5,5 4,6
ANTENNq	 ANR^E lU
FREty 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5„^ 6,3 7.3
DGL NH -5. 6 -13. 7 • 15.0 -lA./+ -1 4 .7 -19.7 -20.6 -14.4
PGA WV
-1b•2 -31. 0 -3 4 .1 -31,'t -32.^ -29.9
-2 9 ,2 -25.3
PCB Vv -7.6 -I a.7 -1a,a
-16.A - 13. a - 17.6 - 19,8 - 17.6
ANTENNA
	 ANGLE 20
FhE{^ 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 6.3 7,3
PGL NH -24.1 -3n.n
-1 7 .?_ -22. A -17.^ -23.G -25.3
-20.1
PGL NV -37.9 -42.b -35.9 -34.9 -3 p .b -26.4
-30,0 -26.1
PGL VV -2^,.b -28.0 -18.3 -?O.a -17.1 -19.7 -24,5
-19,2
A^iTENND	 ANrLF 30
FRED 1.2 1. 7 2.:i 3.3 4.3 5.3 6,3 7.3
PCB HH -27.h
-3G.? -?1.^ -25.4 -21.6 -22.;^
-23,2 -20.6




-21. 4 -22. a -23.Q -20.4 -22.2 -19.1
ANTEN^^A	 A , ^ ALE 5C
FHCr 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.,i 4.3 5.3 6,3 7.s
PGL HH -?S.b -34.6
-?5.1
-29•? -27.5 -30.4
-? 9 .1 -25.9
^C^ NV - 4b.p
-50.7 - 3 7 . 9 -38.5 -33.9 -34.4
-3 4 .5 -29.3
Pv^^ Vv "33.1 -37. 4 -27.2 -31.n -25.4 -29.7 -24.1 -27.8
AVTEN^,A	 AVC^LE 70
FHE^ 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 S.3 6,3 7.3
PGL F+N -33.2
-3R•F -?9.a -29.?
-26. 4 -28.8 -2a,4
-2Q.E
DG L HV lf1p.0 - 46.^ - 38.6 - 37.6 -36,7 -32.7.
-31.0 -26.9
PCL VV -34.3 - 37.2 -?8. 7 -30. r, -30.7 -2fi•9
-2 5 . 7 -24.0
r..• #
B-10
r	 .1___	 I	 I	 l	 r
nb'Faa^E^' S[^'^^► 0 SFT 15	 F R EFIE
An!1E,vN;^ A"i^,^F 0
^f^FiJ 1 .I 1.7 'l. 3 <.,t 4.; 5.3 f+, 3 7, 3
PGA NW 3•c+ -2.1 5.3 ^.' n.7 ?.,2 4,9 6.2
POi, ►+v -13.5 -19.5 -1F,3 -1^,7 -17,ti
-1 7 .3 -11,1 -8.2
Pub Vv 5.^ -n.a F,^ 6.7 5.^ ;i.0 a,9 6,7
^ A^^TE^iNp ANf.^, F lU
Ff^E^J 1.2 1. 7 Z.3 3.z 4.3 5,3 b,3 7.3
PCL HH - ltl.4
-13. A -/.2 - 8, y -1f^.7 -10.b - 10,7 - 5.9	 ....
PCL Nv -27.0 -?7,t^
-i 9 .0 -?2. a -^2r.3 -21.2
-i 9 .3 - ib.i
PCB Vv
-12•n - 12. z - E.2 - 8.7 -i('.b - 10.3 -9,?.. - 4,3
A "^TE ►^tiA A'v^^LE 2^
FkF 1.2 .1.7 2.3 3,z 4„i 5.3 b.3 7.3
PC(r NH -if:.0
-?:^.1 - Q .Q -11.3 -1 4 .9 -^6.4 -1a,9
-14.0
PCI_ NV -?9 . 5 -,3? . r^ - ?4 . 3 -75 . a -2 t . ^ - 20 , 9 -22 , 5 -17 . 3
PGI, VV -1r.0
-?^. g - 7 .5 -ir.b -1.4.7
-1 6 . 9 -^ 4 .1 - 12. 1
FHLfy ^,^' i,7 ^.^ ^.^ 4,^ S,.S 6, 3 7, ^
PGI, NH
-?3.2 -?_4.2 -17.4 -20,5 -lh. r -17.5 -17,8 -13.?.
Pt's. NV -34 .5 -35 . ^ -?a . r -2.7 . ^ -?F . F - ?6 . C
-2?_ , 5 -20.2
p G^ Vv -2K.?
-?2.3 -17.3
-ic'.? -1.°.n
-1 7 .7 -17.2 -13.G
A ,!TEN ► A	 A^^GLF 5J
FRFi, 1.2 1.7 2.3 ,i,.z n.3 5.3 b.3 7.3
p Gl NH -?7.5
-29.`^
-i0.5 -7 t.7 -2.5 -28.1
-25. 9 -23.4
PCB ^V -3b. H -37.7 -;^1 . , 2. -? Q . 4 -.^1 . ^ -79, G
-2 7 .1 -24.6
PC(_ VV -2b.9
-2b.:c -^f=,b -?;^.^ -?3.4 -?.7•?_ -24,1 -19.fj
A^'TE RJNA A'J •^ l,F 7^
PkFr^ 1•? 1.7 [.3 .S. ^ '^.? 5.3 b,3 7,;i
P 0^ NN - 3G.1,'^ - 34.7 - ? 4 . 9 -?`^.F - 2^.1 - 7.5. 7 -?.2,5 - 16,4
PCB WV -41.5 -47.!
-; 4 .2 -33.1 -3C.9 -28.4
-25,6 -21.5PCI_ vv -3S • h -32.6 -?5. 0 -2f3. R -25.3 -?.3. ^ -19, b -14, n
B-il
AVERAGED S?G1^a0	 SET 23 FREEtE
1
I
A^^TEfvru p 	 ANGLE 0
ERFC 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5,3 6,3 7.3
PCB, HH 4.9 1.2 6.5 2.b -G.9 -5.9 -9,7
-11.0
PGA WV
-11.8 -16. 5 -16. 5 -22.3 -21.7 -23.3 -21,2 -21,0
PCB, VV b.2 ?.4 6.A 2.5 -0.6 -5.6 -9,1
-11.3
ANTEh^^^	 AtiGGE 10
ERFC 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 b,3 7.3
F0^ NH -4.9 -13.7 -16.? -14.3
-18.6 -16.7 -17,4 -18,5
PGA NV •25.3 -33.0 -32.9 -31.? -28.3 -28.5
-26.7 -25.6
p G^, VV -7.1 -14.A -16.0
-14.1 -17.2 -16.1 • 16,7 .17.9
A^^TENtiA	 ANGLE 20
DREG 1.2 1. 7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 6,3 7,3
PGA NH -23.d
-2A. 7 -20. 7 -19.4 -21.7 -22.1 -23.6 -22.5
DC^ NV -3A.5 - 4 1.0 -3ti.0 -33.9 -3t+.? -32.9 -32,6 -27.5
PGA VV
-21.0 -26. A -?0.5 -19.0 -19.1 -20.5 -22.8 -?1,7
ANTENRA AtiGLE 30
FREC^ 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 6.3 7.3
POG NH -?b.a -29.5
-21.1 -21.9 -21.^ -24.4 -23,3 -22.5
PCB NV -3y•9 -42.3 -35.1 -33.^ -30.5 -29.5 -29,8 -21,1
aC^, VV -26.3 -29.2 -21.b -21.K -19.3 -22.9 -23,2
-22.3
ANTENR^A	 AN^I.E 50
FREC 1.2 1.7 ?..3 3.3 4.3 5.3 b.3 7,3
PGS, NH
-3C.7 -33,F -?5.2 -28.0 -3n.9 -29.5 -29,4 -26.d
PCB NV -41.2 - 442 -35.2 -36.? -35.5 -34.9 -?55,7 -30,6
P0^ VV -33.1 -32.2 -23.7 -26.0 -27.3 -28,9 -29,2 -27,0
A^^TENNA
	 ANC^E 70
i'RFC 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 6,3 7,3
PGA, NH
-31.5 -36.1 -3G.5 -29.5 -27.3 -26.1 -24,6 -22.8
PC(, NV -4(,.7 -44.1 -z9.A -37,7 -33. R -31.6 -30,4 -27,4
PCL VV -37.1 -3b.7 -?9.i -20.3 -27.t -26.9 -25,8 -25.4
.-.•
B-12
i i_	 i i	 ^	 i
avE p AGEi' sI G ''AO	 5ET	 24 t'^tEFZE
A`,^TEhNA	 A^.^;^F 0
P RFC 1.2 1.7 ?.3 3.'S 4.3 5,3 G,3 7.3
p 0^ Wh 6.8 ?.F A.3 3.5 -r..4 -5.3 -7,7 -A.5
p 0^ NV -1G.9 -15.1 -1^.4 -23.^ -23. a -23.? -20,E
-19.2
p 0^ VV E.p 4.3 b.ti 3.F -o. n - ti.0 - 7.5 - 7.3
AUTENkA ANGLE 10
FHEr 1.: 1.7 7.3 3.3 4. 3 5.3 6,3 7,3
PCB HH -a.6 -15.a -16.3
-12.6 -lA. h
-l y •1 -1 7 .2 -16.3
`	 PGA NV -22.a -30.5 -?5.8 -25.4 -2?.7 -25.5 -X 4 . 8 - 22. 'I
PGA vv -6.9 -14.6
- 1 a •2 -12.n -ih.i -1 4 .1 -i q ^i -14.7
FRED 1.2 1.7 2.3 3,= 4.3 5.3 6,3 7.3
PGA HH - ?1.0 - ?6.0 -^4.3 -16.^ -1P•5
-1A.7 -15.4
- 19.0
PG I. HV -31.6 -36.E^ -2E.9 -27.^ -25.4 -26.8 -21+,4 -24.1
PGt_ VV -18.G -24.1 -13.7 -15. R -t5.3 -1e.a -20,0 -18.3
A^^jENNA AN'+LF 30
c ►^EW 1•? 1.7 1..3 3.;t 4.^ 5.3 6.3 7.3
PCB Hh -?a.b
-?h.7 -1b.a -?0.^ -1P.7 -1 9 .5




- 37.F - 3U.3 - 2a.n - 24.5 - 25,7 - 2S,8 - 23.2
PCI_ VV - 23.5 - ^7.1 - 1 Q .6 - 17,a - 17.4 - 1 7. %^ - 1n,8 - 18.9
A ►^ 'TE^titia A*ir•^F 5n
^RE=(^ 1 •> 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.3 5. 3 6.3 7. 3
PCB HH -2r.2
-32.1 -?,3.r1 -26.F -27.^ - 27.n - 24,2
- 26.0
PCB NV
-41.2 -43,2 -32.7 -31,^ -32.1 -32.x' -3?. • 1
-31.e
PCI_ vv
-32.5 -32.0 -?2.0 -23.3 -25.F -24.•i -27,a
-2a.6
A^'1EN^:A A^!5^F 70
cRrr^ 1.2 1.7 ?.3 3.z 4.3 5..5 b,3 7,3
PGA HH - 29.4
-34.:^ -zF,S -27.? -23.3 - 26.i
-2 a .1 -23.5
PGA, NV -3 ►i . 4 -43. t?
- 3 6 . 9 - 35 . 7 - 3 (^ . ^ -30 . 4 -?7, 9 - 2 7. 9
PGl VV -37.ti -40.a -30.?. -27.? -2h.n -2 4 .1 -23.9 -23.8
^RIGIlV




A`dE^AuE^' `. t^,:nG	 SF'	 27 «EFZE
A^'TEtir,,a A^`^rL C 	 G
^kF^ a.l 1.7 ?.3 3.3 n.? 5.3 h.3 7..i
POL NN 1.3 l.^ R.3 1.6 - a .^ -4.2 -1^,9 -16.1
PCL NV -15.f^ -17,?. -15, 4 -23.6 -2 n .'^ -2?_.A -22,3
-22.b
PGL VV c•4 ?.2 H.7 2.1 -a.9
-6.'' -_r_!,6
-14.1
A ►.^TEtvNa A ►`^GLF_ in
^RG,^ 1. 7_ 1.7 ?.3 3.z 4,3 5,3 5,3 7.3
POD, NH -E.a
-11.3 -13.3 -13.4 -16.4 -14,9 - 1 7
. 7 -13.8





-12. a -1 4 .7. -1a,9 -1^.8
-12.6
A^^TEN^..a Arvr,LF ?_o










-1^•3 -??_.1 -17.4 -1b.7 -17.3
-21.n
-2^,i -17,9
A^'TE N^^A A^^rLF 3n
^RE^ 1•? 1.7 2.3 3.? 4 .3 5.3 5,3 7.3
PCL NH -22.7 - ?4.^+ -17,9
-20." -1 ►'.^ -19,5
-2'x .0 -16.0
P OL Nv -33.5 -35.? - 2 R .2 - 2R.7 -2a.3 - 25.9
- 2 h , 9 -22.3
PGA VV
-21.3 -23. %^ -19.7
-21.?. -17.7 -20.^ -1;:,8 -17.2
A • 'TE N "'A	 AN^,LF 5C
i'RF;^ 1.2 1. 7 2.3 3. S 4. 3 5. ^ b. 3 7. 3





-31.1 -35.3 -34.0 -3?,7 -26,7
PGL VV -26.;, - 3^.<^^. - ?1.5 - ?_5.a - 2P.3 -?.5.2 - 2^i,2 - 22.6
FRF9 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.3 4.z 5.3 6,3 7,3
POI Nh -3i.0 -35.5 -26.3 -28.7
-24.7 -24.1 -;^n,3
-16.4
PCL NV -4^^.7 -41.3 -36,f+ -3^.7 -3:5.;!
-3U.^; -?..f. ,b -23.8
POD. Vv -2r.6




T^vEtiac.E^ 5IG'°ar, 	 SFT	 28 FREEZE
Ftlt= c^ ^.^^ t.7 ^,,i .S.	 ^ 4,.^ 5.3 b.3 7.S
PGL HH 5.t, :5.1 y.6 6.3 2.7 1.5 - 7_,1 - 0.4
PGI. HV -il . f, -15.3 -l 4 .2 -ib . F -1 9 .'^ -1 7 .1. -14 , 5 -iJ. , 4
PG(.. VV 6.8 4,4 9.^ A.3 3.1 2.1, -1,A 0.1
A^^TENN^ Av^^E 1(t
FNG;; 1,I 1,7 2,3 3.3 4.3 5.3 b.3 7,3
p GL NH -C.9 -11.p - in.fi -11.4 -il.^ -15.;. -9,5 -A,9	 ..,.
PC(. NV -23.2 -29.' -?9. 1 -27. a -2t . n -?S.:S - 2'7, 9 - ^.7. B
PGi, VV -E.7 -1?_,3 -11.3 -lo.`^ -11.5
-12. 4 -1^^,2 -10.4
A'^TEN^^A A^',^F 20
^HF^ 1.2 1.7 1.3 3.3 4.t S.i 6,3 7.3
P(;(, NN -?l. ti - 25. (^ -15.7 -14.? -1.7, ^ -15.9 -iG.B - 1 4. S
PO(, uV -31.7
-3b.z -31. 7 -26.3 -27.0 -25.0 -2b,4 -22,6
PGI„ VV -10.7
-73.0 -16.0 -14.G -16.7 -16.5 • 1R,5 -13.9
A'J1EN ^!A 	 Avr^LF 30
CAF 'J 1.2 1.7 2.3 3,3 4.3 5.3 h,3 7,3
PCI , NH -?4.L
-?5. r -1. 9 .1 -1P.5 -i^,l^ -18.1 -1n,8 -16.0
PQ^ NV -.Tn.9 -;tK.F
-31.? - 31,n - 27. p - 27.1 -25,6 -22.0
PGt. vV -?2.a -2a.a -19.7
-18.^ -19.1 -16.^
-1 5 . 8 -15.2
A`IfkNNA A'J^,^,F 5n
FR S ^ 1^2 1.7 2.3 ^i..3 4.3 5.a 6,3 7,3
PGA, HH - 29•a - t3.0 - ?U.6 - 27.1 -2 4 . p -25.7
-?.^,4 - 21.2
P01_ HV -43.3 - 4 5.^ -37.6 -34.3 -3?.^. -32. 5
-31. 9 -26.6
POI_ VV - ?i^• 7 -34. `^ -71.'l. -26. ^+ -7.?, 2 -7 4 . 1 -25, 2 -18.4
FF:c^; 1•C 1.7 ?.3 .;,3 a.3 5.3 h,3 7,3
PGI_ Nli - 31.5 - 3h . ^, - 7_ F . ?. -26 , 7 -2 a
 . 3 - 23 . .t. -?.5 . 1 - 15 . 6PCI HV -4i,.7 -4:3.6 -i9,1 -3F.9 - 31 .6 -31.1 -7 q ,i? -21.9











A ,^ TENN A 	 ANG^, F ^)
FRc^, ;•2 1.7 7.3 3.z
p G^ NH 5 . 4 ^i . 3 3. 4 - 1 . 1
^G^_ HV
- 12.5 - iR,7 .•^H • 5 - 2?.a
PGA VV b.5 1.7 3.2 -i.a
a !vTENr) A A y O^,E 10
i'k<<^ 1.2 ^ " 7 2.3 z.3
DGI. NF1 -5. 4 -16. 3 • 10.3 -12. ^
PGA, NV -23.4 -3U.7 -22.9 -?1.3
p C^ VV -7.6 -15.F •8.3
-12.1
AUTEN *!A	 ANiLE 20
FRF ^ 1.2 1.7 2.3 3.j
POI NH -19.0
-71.x+ - O .2 -15.ti
00^, NV -3^.3 -33.4 ..23.9 -24.^
DG^, VV
-17.1 -1 9 . 9 -6,4 -15.0
A"^TENVA A^1^^E 30
CkC^ l.z 1,7 2.3 3.:
PCB NN
-2?•1 -27,4 -17,7 -17.3
PCB, Nv -32.9 -32. F -75. a -2l^ . 7
P0^ VV ^?^J.O -21.0 -15.8 -17.^
A'^^TENNA A ^^^LE 50
FRF^ 1.2 1.7 7.3 ;i.3
POD, NN -?7.3 -29.n -1Q.6
-2a.0
°Gl. N V - 3F.7 - 3 A .3 - 2 9 .0 - 2p.n
PGE VV -2f+. 1
-25. c ..1 5.9 -23. R
A ►^TENNA ANf;^F 70
FRc^ 1.2 1.7 2.3 3,?
^o^ WH -^ y .p -33.9 -?^.a -^^.n
PGA N V - 4^..7 -43.3
-32.9 -32•^
DOS. VV -33.4 -3^. p
-2 4 .1 -76.7
^. ,
B-16
